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Fighting Ferrara, Camden, Maine and
Amica for the Boundary Opinion

Purpose
The purpose of this website is to warn others of the perils of the Maine “Legal” system,

Real Estate market, and of doing business with Amica Insurance Company, First
National Title Group, Wells Fargo and PNC Banks.

Story
This is (in my opinion) the horri�c story of a professional couples’ 17-year ordeal after

they purchased a home in the Stonehurst Subdivision in Camden, Maine which includes
being abandoned by their long-term Homeowners Insurance Company Amica and left

to defend themselves against Malicious Prosecution in the corrupt Maine “legal
system,” fraud in the development and sale of property in Camden, the ongoing

attempted theft by a neighbor Michael Ferrara of part of the couples’ property in by
adverse possession, bullying by Police and residents of the subdivision, the malicious
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prosecution of Craig Brown for two unfounded felonies, constant electronic stalking,
harassment and interference in Craig Brown’s consulting business by Police and others
nationwide for over a decade, employing a prostitute in an attempt to break up Craig

Brown’s marriage, prosecution of �ve federal and state lawsuits Craig Brown �led in an
attempt protect his property rights and business, and collusion by New England
medical providers to deny Craig Brown adequate medical care while in litigation.

 

This illegal activity (again, in my opinion) has been supported and condoned by the
Town of Camden, the Knox County DA Geo� Rushlau, the Maine Attorney General,

licensed Maine Surveyors, the Maine Bar Association, Maine State Judges Je�ery Hjelm,
Warren and Ellen Gorman, and the Maine Supreme Court, Federal judges Margaret

Kravchuk, George Singal, James Rich, and Joseph Di CLerio, Amica Insurance Company,
First National Title Group, and Wells Fargo and PNC Banks.

 

The website user realizes that although much of the information presented is
veri�able, all of the information in this website is represented solely as the opinion and

is contained the legal pleadings of Craig Brown (and thus public knowledge), and it is
the users’ responsibility to determine the what he/she believes is the truth.
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